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Abstract
The precessing vortex core (PVC) is a coherent flow structure that is often encountered in swirling flows in gas turbine (GT) combustors. In some swirl combustors,
it has been observed that a PVC is present under non-reacting conditions but disappears in the corresponding reacting cases. Since numerous studies have shown
that a PVC has strong effects on the flame stabilization, it is desirable to understand the formation and suppression of PVCs in GT combustors. The present work
experimentally studies the flow field in a GT model combustor at atmospheric
pressure. Whereas all non-reacting conditions and detached M-shaped flames exhibit a PVC, the PVC is suppressed for attached V-shaped flames. A local linear
stability analysis is then applied to the measured time-averaged velocity and density fields. For the cases where a PVC appeared in the experiment, the analysis
shows a global hydrodynamic instability that manifests in a single-helical mode
with its wavemaker located at the combustor inlet. The frequency of the global
mode is in excellent agreement with the measured oscillation frequency and the
growth rate is approximately zero, indicating the marginally stable limit-cycle.
For the attached V-flame without PVC, strong radial density/temperature gradients are present at the inlet, which are shown to suppress the global instability.
The interplay between the PVC and the flame is further investigated by consid∗
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ering a bi-stable case with intermittent transitions between V- and M-flame. The
flame and flow transients are investigated experimentally via simultaneous highspeed PIV and OH-PLIF. The experiments reveal a sequence of events wherein
the PVC forms prior to the transition of the flame shape. The results demonstrate
the essential role of the PVC in the flame stabilization, and thereby the importance
of a hydrodynamic stability analysis in the design of a swirl combustor.
Keywords: precessing vortex core, turbulent swirl flames, linear hydrodynamic
instability, coherent structures
1. Introduction
In modern gas turbine (GT) combustors, the flames are commonly stabilized
aerodynamically by imposing a swirling flow on the reactants. Vortex breakdown
that manifests in the combustion chamber leads to the formation of an inner recirculation zone (IRZ), where hot burned gas is mixed with the unburned reactants.
This enhances ignition of the unburned gas and thus helps to operate the flames
under the required fuel-lean and highly turbulent conditions.
The formation of the IRZ is often (but not always) accompanied by the occurence of coherent flow structures such as the precessing vortex core (PVC). The
PVC is characterized by a periodical off-axis precession of the center of rotation [1]. Numerous studies have shown that PVCs affect the stabilization of swirl
flames in various ways. For instance, the PVC can lead to enhanced fuel-air mixing [2, 3, 4, 5], enhanced mixing of burned and unburned gas [6, 7] and roll-up,
stretch or local quenching of reaction zones [7, 8]. The PVC may also interact
with thermoacoustic oscillations of the flame [9, 10]. Due to these strong effects
on the flame, it is desirable to assess the occurence or absence of a PVC during
the design of a combustor.
In some GT combustors, PVCs are encountered for both non-reacting and
reacting conditions [11, 12, 13, 7]. In other combustors, the PVC forms for nonreacting cases, while it is suppressed for certain, but not necessarily all reacting
cases [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. It was further observed that the suppression of the PVC
in a swirl flame can be triggered by changes of steam content and preheat temperature [19], swirl number [20], thermal power [21], pilot flow rate [22], or axial
air injection [23]. The suppression of a PVC in a flame is usually accompanied
by a major change of the flame shape [20], which in turn affects the combustor
performance in terms of thermoacoustics, NO x emissions, flashback or blowout.
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The occurrence of a PVC is not limited to combustor flows but was reported
in all types of swirling flows [24]. Since the early literature, it was distinguished
between a steady, axisymmetric bubble type vortex breakdown and an unsteady,
helical spiral vortex breakdown [25, 26]. Later investigations came to the conclusion that vortex breakdown is essentially axisymmetric, and the so-called spiral
type vortex breakdown is a superposition of the axisymmetric vortex breakdown
and a helical flow instability[27] . Following Benjamin [28] and Squire [29],
vortex breakdown is caused by the criticality of the vortex core and not by the
hydrodynamic stability. The formation of vortex breakdown and associated helical instabilities were further investigated analytically for swirling pipe flows [30],
through direct numerical simulations of laminar swirling jets [31] in conjunction
with a linear stability analysis [32, 33, 34], and through experimental investigations of laminar [35] and turbulent [36, 37] swirling jets. All these studies confirm
that vortex breakdown occurs due to the criticality of the vortex core and remains
axisymmetrical until the onset of a super-critical Hopf bifurcation to a helical hydrodynamic global instability, which manifests in the PVC.
Although these findings are well established in fundamental research, the concept of global instability has only recently entered the combustion community.
This is attributed to the fact that combustor flows are typically highly turbulent
and feature strong density fluctuations, which make flow-instability considerations less apparent. Yet, from fundamental flow studies, it is known that the density field has a significant impact on the flow stability [38, 39]. In particular, it
was shown that the suppression of the PVC at certain operating conditions can be
related to the change of the density field [40, 41].
The aim of the present work is to characterize and explain the formation and
suppression of the PVC in a GT-typical swirl combustor by means of experiments
and linear stability analysis. Velocity fields, density distributions, and the occurrence and frequency of the PVC are measured for ranges of thermal power and
equivalence ratio. While the non-reacting flows in the combustor always feature
a PVC, the PVC is suppressed at certain reacting conditions. Stability analysis is
equipped with an eddy viscosity model and applied to the time-averaged turbulent
flow. As already mentioned by Juniper [42], the stability analysis of the mean
flow is an analytic tool, revealing the mechanisms that drive the instability at its
limit-cycle.
In this article the analytic approach is described in detail, and then applied to
one non-reacting and two reacting cases (with and without PVC). For each case,
the occurrence and, if present, the frequency of the PVC is evaluated from the stability analysis and compared to the measurements. The analysis reveals regions of
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absolute instability that drive the global mode and identifies the so-called globale
mode wavemaker that determines the PVC frequency and growth rate. For the
reacting cases, the influence of the density field on the suppression of the PVC is
examined. Finally, the transient dynamics of flow and reaction is studied using
high-speed laser diagnostics at an operating condition where the PVC appears intermittently. By analyzing the transient dynamics in combination with the results
of the LSA, the complex interplay of the flow/density field, hydrodynamic instability and flame propagation is examined that governs the stabilization of turbulent
swirl flames.
2. Combustor and measuring techniques
2.1. Gas turbine model combustor
Experimental studies were performed in a gas turbine model combustor derived from an industrial design by Turbomeca, which can be operated in a partially
premixed [43, 44] and a perfectly premixed [21] configuration. In this work, the
combustor is operated at atmospheric pressure with perfectly premixed methane
and air as shown in Fig. 1. The reactants first enter the plenum and then pass
through a swirl generator with 12 radial vanes. The swirling flow then enters the
combustor chamber through a burner nozzle with a diameter of D = 27.85 mm and
a conical inner bluff body. The chamber has a square cross-section of 85×85 mm2
and a height of 114 mm. Optical access to the chamber is provided by side walls
made of quartz glass held by metal posts in the corners. The exit is composed of
a conical part followed by an exhaust duct with 40 mm inner diameter.
Cartesian coordinates are used for the measurements with the position vector
x = (x, y, z)T and corresponding velocity vector u = (u x , uy , uz )T , while cylindrical
coordinates are used for the stability analysis with the position vector x = (x, r, θ)T
and the corresponding velocity vector u = (u x , ur , uθ )T . The orientation of both
coordinate systems is indicated in Fig. 1, with the x-axis centered to the combustor
inlet and orientated in streamwise direction.
2.2. Particle image velocimetry
Three-component velocity fields were measured using stereoscopic particle
image velocimetry (PIV) with a repetition rate of 5 Hz. The system (FlowMaster,
LaVision) consisted of a frequency-doubled dual-head Nd:YAG laser (NewWave
Solo 120, 120 mJ per pulse at 532 nm), two double-shutter CCD cameras (LaVision Imager Intense, 1376×1040 pixels) and a programmable timing unit (PTU 9,
LaVision). The laser beam was expanded to a light sheet that covered the central
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Figure 1: Side view of gas turbine model combustor.

vertical section of the combustion chamber. The thickness of the laser sheet was
around 1 mm. The cameras were equipped with a wide-angle lens ( f =16 mm,
set to f /2) and a bandpass filter (532±5 nm) in order to reduce the influence of
flame luminosity. Both cameras were mounted on Scheimpflug adapters in order
to align their focal plane with the laser sheet. The two cameras were located as
close as possible to the combustor in order to image the full vertical section of
the chamber (marked in Fig. 1) with a reasonably large stereoscopic angle. In the
present configuration, the distance between the camera lenses and the measurement plane was 20 cm, and the angle of view of the cameras was 20◦ . An infrared
filter was mounted between the combustor and the cameras in order to protect the
camera from thermal radiation. The air flow was seeded with TiO2 particles with
a nominal diameter of 1 µm, which have a relaxation time of τ≈5·10−6 s. For the
condition with the highest flow rate, the maximal local velocities are v≈60 m/s
and the typical length scale is l≈10 mm. The resulting Stokes number is τvl =0.03,
and thus velocity errors due to particle slip are considered negligible.
Velocity fields were evaluated from particle images using a commercial PIV
software (LaVision Davis 8.0). A multi-scale cross-correlation algorithm was
used with a final interrogation window size of 16×16 pixel (corresponding to an
in-plane spatial resolution of 1.3×1.3 mm2) and a window overlap of 50%. Based
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on the ±0.1 pixel uncertainty of the peak-finding algorithm, the estimated random
uncertainty of in-plane instantaneous velocities is ±0.8 m/s. With the camera angle of 20◦ , the uncertainty of the out-of-plane velocity is about three times higher
as for the in-plane uncertainty [45].
2.3. Chemiluminescence imaging
Line-of-sight integrated imaging of OH chemiluminescence (CL) was performed using an intensified CMOS camera (LaVision HSS8 with HS-IRO) equipped
with a Cerco UV lens ( f =45 mm, f /1.8) and a bandpass filter (300–325 nm). The
field of view was the whole cross-section of the combustion chamber. Depending
on the operating condition, the intensifier gate time and the frame rate varied from
40 µs and 5 kHz to 12 µs and 10 kHz, respectively.
2.4. Pressure recording
Pressure signals from the combustion chamber were recorded in order to determine the precession frequency of the PVC. The pressure in the chamber was
measured using calibrated microphone probes equipped with B&K Type 4939
condenser microphones. Two pressure signals, p1 (t) and p2 (t), were acquired
from two opposite corners in the combustion chamber at a height of x=15 mm.
The signals were recorded simultaneously using a multichannel A/D converter
with a sampling rate of 50 kHz. As described in Ref. [7], the difference signal
∆p(t) = p1 (t) − p2 (t) contains the pressure history of the PVC, and therefore can
be used to determine the frequency and phase angle of the PVC precession.
2.5. Highspeed PIV and OH-PLIF
Simultaneous OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), stereoscopic PIV
and OH-CL imaging was performed at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. Due to limitations of laser pulse energy and camera resolution, the fields of view are reduced
compared to the 5 Hz PIV as shown in Fig. 1. Details of the setup can be found
in Ref. [21] and only a short overview is provided here.
The OH-PLIF system consisted of a frequency-doubled dye laser (Sirah Credo),
pumped by a Nd:YAG diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser (Edgewave IS8IIE). The dye laser was tuned to the Q1 (7) transition in the A-X (1,0) band of OH at
283.2 nm, with a pulse energy of 0.18 mJ in the UV. The laser beam was expanded
into a sheet with a height of approximately 50 mm using a two-stage cylindrical
telescope and focused into the test section with a third cylindrical lens, resulting in
a sheet thickness of approximately 0.4 mm. The PLIF signal was collected with an
intensified high-speed CMOS camera (LaVision HSS 5 with LaVision HS-IRO)
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equipped with a fast UV lens (Cerco, f =45mm, f /1.8) and a bandpass filter (300–
325 nm). A second, identical camera/lens/filter arrangement was used for OH-CL
imaging with intensifier gate times between 15 µs and 25 µs depending on the
condition.
The stereoscopic PIV system consisted of a dual-cavity Nd:YAG DPSS laser
(Edgewave IS6II-DE) with a pulse energy of 2.6 mJ/pulse at 532 nm. The laser
beam was expanded into a light sheet with a two-stage cylindrical telescope and
focused into the test section using a third cylindrical lens, resulting in a sheet
with a height of approximately 40 mm and a thickness of approximately 1 mm.
Mie scattering of titanium dioxide particles was imaged with a pair of high-speed
CMOS cameras (LaVision HSS 8), equipped with commercial camera lenses
(Tokina, f =100 mm, set to f /5.6). Vector fields were computed from the particle
images using a commercial PIV software (LaVision DaVis 8.0) with a multi-scale
cross-correlation algorithm. The resulting final interrogation window size was
16×16 pixels (corresponding to an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.0×1.0 mm2)
with a window overlap of 50%.
3. Experimental results
3.1. Flame shapes and occurrence of the PVC
Flames were characterized using OH-CL imaging and pressure recording for
thermal power Pth ranging between 10 and 35 kW and equivalence ratios φ between 0.65 and 1. The OH-CL images, which are considered as a marker of the
flame zone [46], are shown in Fig. 2a. The images show two main types of flame
shape, namely the M-shaped flame type (conditions marked with the red envelope)
and the V-shaped type in the remaining range of conditions. While the V-shaped
flames are generally attached to the burner nozzle, the base of the M-shaped flames
is lifted approximately 10 mm above the nozzle. There are also three transitional
cases (marked with an asterisk), where the flame alternates randomly between Vand M-shape (the typical time between shape-changes is on the order of 1 s).
The occurrence of a PVC was detected using the power spectrum of the pressure difference signal as described in Sect. 2.4. If present, the PVC exhibits a
characteristic peak at its precession frequency fPVC . For the cases where a PVC
was observed, the values of fPVC are specified in the table shown in Fig. 2b. Comparing the occurrence of the PVC listed in Fig. 2b with the flame shapes in Fig. 2a
reveals that a PVC always occurs for the M-shaped flames, whereas the V-shaped
flames generally do not exhibit a PVC. For the three transitional cases (marked
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Figure 2: (a) Flame shapes for different values of thermal power Pth and equivalence ratio φ. The
conditions where a PVC occurs are marked red. (b) Precession frequencies of the PVC detected
in the acoustic spectrum.

with an asterisk), the PVC appears in the acoustic spectrum only during the periods when the flame is in M-shape. Non-reacting conditions have been measured in
a previous work by Steinberg et al. [21] for thermal powers in the range Pth =10-35
kW, and for all cases a PVC was found.
The variation of fPVC versus the volumetric flow rate Q of premixed air and
methane is plotted in Fig. 3 (the values for non-reacting cases were adopted from
Ref. [21]). While the frequencies under reacting conditions are slightly higher
than for non-reacting flows, fPVC increases in both cases linearly with Q, which
is consistent with previous results from other swirl burners [1, 11, 47, 13, 7]. For
the last reacting case with Pth =35 kW and φ=0.65, the frequency of 855 Hz is
slightly lower than the linear fit. According to the discussion later in Sect. 6,
this might be caused by density changes due to the presence of the flame near
the nozzle as seen in the respective CL image in Fig. 2a. From the linear fits
the resulting Strouhal number StPVC = fPVC D/U0 , based on the nozzle diameter
D and the average velocity U0 through the nozzle, is 0.93 and 0.78 for reacting
and non-reacting conditions, respectively. It is noted that values of St for PVCs
depend, e.g., on the geometry of swirl generator and injector nozzle (see Ref. [7]
for a compilation of literature values), and therefore the stated values are valid
only for the present combustor.
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Figure 3: Variation of PVC frequency fPVC versus volumetric flow rate Q. Values for non-reacting
cases were adopted from Ref. [21].

3.2. Characterization of selected operating conditions
The results discussed in Sect. 3.1 showed that a PVC is present for all nonreacting flows and M-shaped flames, whereas no PVC is found for the V-shaped
flames. The analysis of formation and suppression of the PVC in this work therefore focuses on four representative conditions labeled as A, B, C and D, which are
specified in Table 1. The non-reacting case A at Pth =15 kW and φ=0.7 exhibits a
PVC at 305 Hz, which disappears in the corresponding reacting condition B where
a V-shaped flame is formed as seen in Fig. 2. The reacting case C at Pth =25 kW
and φ=0.7, by contrast, exhibits an M-shaped flame with a PVC at 595 Hz. In
the remainder of this section, cases A, B and C are characterized in terms of velocity field, flame shape and density distribution. A linear stability analysis will
be applied to these cases in Sects. 4-6. Case D is a transitional flame alternating
between an M-shaped form with PVC and a V-shaped form without PVC, which
will be studied by means of time-resolved measurements in Sect. 7.
The measured time-averaged velocity fields for the cases A-C are shown in
Fig. 4. All three cases have the typical structure of a confined swirl flow with
vortex breakdown, consisting of a cone-shaped jet of unburned gas entering at the
bottom, an IRZ and an outer recirculation zone (ORZ). For the non-reacting case
A, the opening angle of the jet is relatively low, but increases notably at the height
of x/D≈1.5. This leads to an IRZ with an inverted bell-shape and a relatively large
ORZ. Flame B has a jet with a wider opening angle, and consequently exhibits a
larger IRZ and smaller ORZ. Compared to flame B, flame C features a slightly
reduced jet opening angle and, most notably, a significantly smaller IRZ. For all
three cases, high azimuthal velocities occur in the swirling jet above the nozzle
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Case
React./
Non-react.
Pth [kW]
φ
Flame
shape
U0 [m/s]
fPVC [Hz]
StPVC

A

B

C

D

non-react.

react.

react.

react.

15
0.7

15
0.7
V-shape
(attached)
10.8
-

25
0.7
M-shape
(detached)
18.1
595
0.92

20
0.7
V/M-shape
(alternating)
14.4
-/490
-/0.92

10.8
305
0.78

Table 1: Operating conditions used for stability analysis.

and near the exhaust duct contraction at the top.
The dominant unsteady coherent structures of a flow in terms of kinetic energy were determined using a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) of the
instantaneous velocity fields as described, e.g., in Refs. [6, 36]. The three most
energetic POD modes for the three conditions are shown in Fig. 4 together with
percentage values denoting their contribution to the total unsteady kinetic energy
in the measurement domain. For cases A and C, the first two modes exhibit vortex
patterns that represent the coherent helical PVC located in the inner shear layer
(ISL) of the swirling jet. As shown in previous works (e.g., [36, 6]), the two
modes with a phase shift of 90◦ represent the precession of the PVC helix, which
corresponds to a periodic streamwise motion of vortices in the measuring plane.
Any intermediate position of the vortices can be represented by an appropriately
weighted linear combination of the two modes. As expected, no vortex patterns
in the ISL are seen in the POD modes of case B.
Details of the V-shaped flame B and M-shaped flame C are shown in the timeaveraged OH-CL images included in Fig. 5. Based on the approximately rotational symmetry of the average flame shape, the original line-of-sight integrated
CL images have been Abel-deconvoluted to obtain the 2D distributions of heat
release in the symmetry plane. The planar distributions show that flame B is anchored near the central bluff body and is stabilized in the ISL up to a height of
x/D≈2.5. Flame C, on the other hand, is lifted ≈0.5D above the nozzle exit, and
extends across the full chamber width up to x/D≈2.5.
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Figure 4: Average flow field and first three POD modes for the three selected operating conditions.
The percentage values indicate the contribution of the POD mode to the total turbulent kinetic
energy.

3.3. Instantaneous flow fields and flame structures
Figure 6 shows an instantaneous flow field and OH-PLIF measurement for
the two reacting cases B and C. For flame B, where no PVC is present, the flow
field shows a wide IRZ that is largely symmetric with respect to the central axis
y=0. The flow field of flame C, by contrast, exhibits the asymmetric zig-zag pattern of vortices that represents the 3D helical PVC. In the grayscale OH-PLIF
images, different zones of the flame can be distinguished according to the level of
OH. Regions without OH (black) represent gas with low or medium temperature
(T <1500 K), i.e., unburned gas possibly mixed with adjacent burned gas. High
levels of OH (light gray to white) indicate superequilibrium OH, which is formed
in the reaction zones and has a half-life period of ≈1 ms under atmospheric pressure conditions [48]. Regions with medium and low levels of OH (medium and
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Figure 5: Average OH-CL and average density field for the two reacting conditions B and C.

dark gray) represent burned gas where the OH concentration has decayed toward
equilibrium while it was transported away from the reaction zone.
The OH images show that the structures of the two flames are fundamentally
different: For flame B, reaction zones are mainly encountered at the boundary
between the jet of unburned gas and the burned gas in the IRZ. Reaction zones and
the IRZ extend down to the dump plane (x=0), indicating that the flame is attached
at the nozzle lip. Flame C, on the other hand, exhibits a zone of unburned gas
above the nozzle showing that the flame is detached. High OH levels indicating
reaction zones are found in the IRZ at heights x/D>0.5 and in the ORZ. In the
IRZ it is seen that the PVC causes a roll-up of the reaction zone. As an important
effect, the different structures of flame B and C involve different distributions of
density, which are discussed in the following section.
It is important to note that the PVC induces an unsteady lower stagnation point
(LSP) inside the IRZ (marked with a dot in Fig. 6b), which rotates with the PVC
and does not correspond to the stagnation point of the time-averaged flow field
that is located at the upstream end of the IRZ. The unsteady LSP is important
because it roughly determines the location of the flame root as shown in a recent
study [7]. The M-shaped flame is lifted accordingly. The V-shaped flame without
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Figure 6: Instantaneous PIV and OH-PLIF measurements for flames B and C.

PVC, by contrast, does not exhibit a LSP in the IRZ and, as a result, the flame is
attached at the bluff body (Fig. 6a).
3.4. Density distribution of reacting cases
Besides the time-averaged flow field, the linear stability analysis that will be
discussed in Sects. 4-6 also requires the time-averaged distribution of density in
the flow. While the density is approximately uniform for the non-reacting case
A, the reacting cases B and C exhibit strong density variations due to thermal expansion of the unburned gas. For these cases the density was determined using
the quantitative light sheet (QLS) technique [49, 40, 19]. As the QLS technique
derives the density from the Mie scattering signal of the PIV particles, the particle images recorded for the velocity measurements were used for the density
estimation. The calibration of the QLS signal is based on the maximum density
occurring in the jet of unburned gas near the nozzle, which is set to a value of
ρ0 =1.16 kg/m3 determined with GasEq [50] for T =20 ◦ C. The resulting density
distributions for cases B and C are shown in Fig. 5. For flame B, high densities
are found in the jet of unburned gas (cf. Fig. 4), whereas low-density burned gas
is present in the IRZ and ORZ. This creates strong radial density gradients near
the nozzle lip. For the lifted flame C, by contrast, high-density unburned gas with
smooth radial gradients is found in a wide area above the nozzle within x/D<0.5
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and |y/D|<0.5.
4. Theoretical method for the analysis of PVC formation
4.1. The PVC as a global hydrodynamic instability mode
Numerous previous investigations have shown that the PVC encountered in
reacting and non-reacting swirling jets is a manifestation of a super-critical Hopf
bifurcation to a global mode [35, 32, 31, 36, 37, 34, 40, 41]. Generally, a global
instability mode is characterized by a single oscillation frequency and shape function, it is self-sustained, and it is robust to external forcing [51, 52]. For global
modes to exist, an internal feed-back mechanism must be established that feeds
onto the self-excited oscillations. The most prominent example for a global mode
is the Kármán vortex street in the wake of a circular cylinder [53, 54]. Thereby,
the recirculation zone in the wake promotes the upstream propagation of flow perturbations. By exceeding a critical Reynolds number, the wake becomes linearly
unstable and the flow, if perturbed, undergoes a super-critical Hopf bifurcation
to an oscillating state – the Kármán vortex street. A similar scenario applies to
the swirling jet undergoing vortex breakdown. Here, the feedback is promoted
through the recirculating flow in the vortex breakdown bubble (or the IRZ). With
increasing swirl, the bubble increases in size until it becomes linearly unstable,
and the (perturbed) flow bifurcates to an oscillatory state that manifests in a spiraling motion – the PVC [35, 31, 36, 37, 32]. In this work, we consider the base
flow as given, ignoring the mechanisms that lead to its formation. The present
analysis rather focuses on the flow oscillations that are the consequence of this
base flow.
4.2. Stability equations for turbulent flows
The PVC is investigated theoretically by means of triple-decomposition linear stability analysis. Therefore, the instantaneous flow field vector u(x, t) is decomposed into a time-averaged part u(x), a periodic (coherent) part ũ(x, t), and a
randomly fluctuating (turbulent) part u′′ (x, t), reading
u(x, t) = u(x) + ũ(x, t) + u′′ (x, t).

(1)

The phase-average hu(x, t)i is used to separate the fine-scale turbulent fluctuations
from the coherent motion such that ũ(x, t) = hu(x, t)i − u(x).
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The triple decomposition is substituted into the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equation and the continuity equation, and, after some manipulations, the governing equations for each of the three parts can be formulated [55]. The mean flow
equations are


1
1 2
u · ∇u = − ∇p +
∇ u − ∇ · u′′ u′′ + ũũ
ρ
Re
∇ · u = 0,

(2a)
(2b)

indicating how the mean flow is modified through the generation of turbulent and
coherent Reynolds stresses. The equations for the coherent motion are given as


1 2
∂ũ
1
+ ũ · ∇u + u · ∇ũ = − ∇ p̃ +
∇ ũ − ∇ · τN + τ̃
∂t
ρ
Re
∇ · ũ = 0,

(3a)
(3b)

where the nonlinear terms τN = ũũ − ũũ are neglected in the following. The
′′ u′′ represent the modification of the turbulent field
terms τ̃ = hu′′ u′′ i − u′′ u′′ = u]
during the passage of a coherent structure. These turbulent-coherent interactions
are unknown and must be modeled appropriately. The mean-coherent and meanturbulent interactions are reflected in the actual mean flow shape and are implicitly
accounted for in the perturbation equations (3).
4.3. Calculation of eddy viscosity
The turbulent-coherent interactions are modeled through a Newtonian eddy
viscosity model
!
∂ũ j
∂ũ
i
′′
′′
τ̃i j = −u]
,
(4)
+
i u j = νt
∂x j ∂xi
where νt is the eddy viscosity of the undisturbed flow and the indices i, j = 1, 2, 3
indicate the three velocity components. In swirling flows, several Reynolds stress
components are relevant and the eddy viscosity is approximated through a leastsquare fit over all resolved Reynolds stresses [56], yielding


  ∂u
∂ui
−u′′i u′′j + 32 kδi j · ∂xij + ∂x
j
 ∂u
  ∂u

νt =
(5)
∂u
∂u
k
l
k
l
+
+
·
∂xl
∂xk
∂xl
∂xk
with the summation over the repeating indices i, j, k, and l = 1, 2, 3.
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For evaluation purposes, the stability analysis is also conducted for other (simplified) turbulence models that were used in previous studies. One common simplification is to derive the eddy viscosity from the total fluctuating field not differentiating between the coherent and non-coherent fluctuations. The formulation
for the eddy viscosity then reads as


  ∂u
∂ui
−u′i u′j + 32 kδi j · ∂xij + ∂x
j
ν∗t =  ∂u
  ∂u

(6)
∂u
∂u
k
l
k
l
·
+
+
∂xl
∂xk
∂xl
∂xk

where u′ refers to the velocity fluctuations according to the classic Reynolds decomposition, u = u + u′ . This simplification was adopted recently for the stability
analysis of a turbulent jet at zero to moderate swirl, showing good quantitative
agreement [57]. These jet flows feature a wide spectrum of instability waves and
the contribution of each mode to the total fluctuation budget was small, and the
turbulence model based on the total fluctuation field seems legitimate. Viola et
al. employed the same approach for the stability analysis of a wind turbine wake
[58]. They showed close correlations with the measured frequency of a dominant
coherent structure, but they did not quantitatively compare the predicted growth
rates. In wake flows, coherent structures are typically more distinct and occur
within a small frequency band and the application of the Reynolds decomposition
remains questionable at this point.
Another simplification is to assume the flow to be quasi two-dimensional and
to consider only one entry of the turbulent stress tensor. Considering only the
shear generated by the axial velocity profile, the eddy viscosity model reads as
. ∂u x ∂vx !
2D
′′
′′
νt = −u x ur
.
(7)
+
∂r
∂x
This model was implemented for the spatial stability analysis of a swirl-stabilized
flame [40, 59], yielding inaccurate predictions of the growth rates, but good predictions of frequencies.
4.4. Determining the global instability
For a global stability analysis, equation (3) is solved for a perturbation having
the form
ũ(x, t) = û(x)e−iωg t + c.c.
(8)
with the complex three-dimensional shape function û and the complex global
mode frequency ωg = ωg,r + iωg,i . The global mode growth rate and frequency is
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determined by the real and imaginary part of ωg , and the entire flow field is said
to be globally unstable if ωg,i > 0.
Introducing (8) into (3) leads to a stability eigenvalue problem, which can
easily reach impractical size [60]. To reduce the numerical effort, the stability
problem (3) is first solved locally and the global stability properties are thereafter
deduced from the local stability properties. The same approach has recently been
adopted in several related studies dealing with swirling and non-swirling wake
flows [61, 36, 42, 40, 41, 34, 62]. A local eigenvalue problem is posed by adopting
a quasi parallel, axially symmetric velocity profile
u(r) = (u x (r), 0, uθ (r))T ,

(9)

where u x and uθ are the axial and azimuthal velocity component, respectively. In
a parallel flow, the radial component ur (r) is set to zero to satisfy the continuity
equation. For the parallel flow, the perturbation
ũ(x, t) = û(r)ei(αx+mθ−ωt) + c.c.

(10)

is homogeneous in the streamwise and azimuthal directions. Here α denotes the
complex streamwise wavenumber, ω the complex frequency, and m the real azimuthal wavenumber. In this work we solve for the m = 1 mode, which corresponds to a single-helical instability.
The local stability is linked to the global stability through the concept of convective and absolute instability [51]. A convective instability is swept away from
its source leaving the flow ultimately unperturbed. An absolute instability grows
in the upstream and downstream directions, ultimately perturbing the entire parallel flow. The convective/absolute instability is determined through the impulse
response to a localized perturbation. If the resulting wavepacket spreads in the
upstream and downstream directions, the parallel flow is considered as absolutely
unstable. For large times, the impulse response is determined by the wave at zero
group velocity dω/dα = 0, which is the necessary condition for a saddle point
in the complex alpha plane. The complex frequency at this saddle point is called
the absolute frequency ω0 = ω0,r + iω0,i . The flow profile is absolutely unstable if
ω0,i > 0 and absolutely stable if ω0,i < 0.
In this work, the absolute frequency is determined for each streamwise location using a so-called spatio-temporal analysis where the local eigenvalue problem is solved for complex ω and complex α. The saddle point in the α plane is
determined by minimizing the functional F = (∂ωi /∂αr )2 + (∂ωi /∂αi )2 . Details
of the numeric scheme are given in [63, 36, 40]. Once the absolute frequency is
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computed for the profiles at each streamwise station, the global stability is derived
from the resulting streamwise distribution of ω0 . The local and global stability are
connected through the concept of the global mode wavemaker. At the streamwise
location of the wavemaker, the global mode frequency and growth rate is equal to
the local absolute growth rate. There are two criteria that define the position of
the wavemaker [51, 52].
1. A region of absolute instability is nested in a region of convective instability:
The global mode frequency is then given by the saddle point criterion
dω0
(xs ) = 0,
(11)
dx
which involves an analytical continuation of ω0 (x) in the complex x plane.
The streamwise location xs determines the location of the global mode
wavemaker where the global mode frequency ωg,r and growth rate ωg,i is
determined.
2. The region of absolute instability is attached or close to the flow inlet: The
wavemaker is located at the inlet and the global mode frequency and growth
rate is equal to the absolute frequency at the inlet
ωg = ω0 (xs )

with

ωg = ω0 (x = 0) and

xs = 0.

(12)

The first scenario applies to the Kármán vortex street [61] and swirling jets
with a detached vortex breakdown bubble [32, 40, 41]. In this work, both criteria
come to play depending on specific combustor operating conditions.
5. Stability analysis of the isothermal flow – the benchmark case
The linear stability analysis is first applied to the flow field at isothermal conditions (case A). It serves as a test case for the stability analysis and for the adopted
turbulence model. Figure 7 shows the measured mean flow field and the measured eddy viscosity utilizing eq. (5). As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the mean flow
field is characterized by a cone-shaped swirling jet with an IRZ and ORZ. The
flow features a self-excited PVC with a frequency of 305 Hz. The eddy viscosity
distribution indicates strong turbulent fluctuations at the combustor inlet and in the
region where the annular jet impinges the combustor walls. In these regions, the
eddy viscosity is three orders of magnitude higher than the molecular viscosity.
Radial profiles of the mean flow and eddy viscosity distribution are extracted
for each streamwise location and fed into the stability solver. The absolute frequency ω0 is then derived from a spatio-temporal analysis of these profiles as
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Figure 7: Isothermal flow (case A): (a) contours of magnitude of the mean velocity and (b) the
eddy viscosity νt derived from the triple-decomposed PIV measurements according to equ. (5).
The mean flow streamlines indicate the inner and outer recirculation zones

explained in Sect. 4.4. Figure 8 shows the real and imaginary part of the absolute
frequency versus streamwise distance.
In order to verify the turbulence models, computations were conducted for a
quasi-laminar flow with Re = UD/ν and for the turbulent flow using the three
different eddy viscosity models described in Sect. 4.3. For the quasi-laminar
model, the absolute growth rate ω0,i is highest at the inlet and decreases continuously with downstream distance featuring a very large region of absolute instability (ω0,i > 0). When the fine-scale turbulence is taken into account, the growth
rate is significantly decreased, as the additional viscosity generally dampens this
type of instability. For the most comprehensive eddy viscosity model νt (triple
decomposition and least-square fit over all Reynolds stress components), the flow
features a confined region of absolute instability with a transition from convective
to absolute instability right at the combustor inlet. For both, the quasi-laminar
and the turbulent flow analysis, the region of absolute instability is attached to the
inlet. For this scenario the wavemaker is located at the upstream boundary of the
absolute unstable region, which is right at the combustor inlet. The global mode
frequency and growth rate are then given by the real and imaginary part of the absolute frequency at the inlet with ωg = ω0 (x = 0). The resulting global oscillation
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frequencies f =ωg,r /2π with and without the turbulence model are 306 Hz and 297
Hz, respectively. The value obtained with the turbulence model coincides remarkably well with the measured PVC oscillation frequency of 305 Hz (marked by the
horizontal black line in Fig. 8). The quasi-laminar computations (Re = UD/ν)
predict a globally unstable flow with ωg,i = ω0,i (x = 0) > 0, while the calculations with the turbulence model predict a globally marginally stable flow with
ωg,i = ω0,i (x = 0) ≈ 0. The prediction of a marginally stable global mode is
in good agreement with the mean field model proposed by Noack et al. [64] that
was later confirmed numerically [65] and experimentally [66]. According to mean
field theory, the limit-cycle oscillations of the global mode are accurately represented by a marginally stable global mode of the mean flow.
Considering the simplified eddy viscosity models with ν2D
and ν∗t given by
t
equations (6) and (7), respectively, strong variations near the inlet become evident
(see Fig. 8). The growth rates are significantly lower than for the comprehensive
model νt , whereas the frequencies remain unchanged. Now, the region of absolute
instability is detached from the inlet and the global mode wavemaker is determined from criterion (11). This would yield a wavemaker located at x/D ≈ 0.6
and a global mode frequency of ωr ≈ 1.2, which is far below the measured limitcycle. In fact, for both models, the correct frequency is still selected at the inlet,
but the growth rates there are strongly underestimated.
The present results suggest that the predicted absolute frequency does not depend on the turbulence model, but for a correct prediction of the growth rates the
additional damping through the small-scale fluctuations must be considered. This
is consistent with previously conducted stability analysis of similar configurations
(with simplified or no turbulence models), where the predicted growth rates were
wrong, but the frequencies were predicted correctly [42, 40, 23, 41, 59]. The good
estimation of the limit-cycle gives credibility to the present turbulence model.
The theoretical prediction is further validated by comparing the actual shape of
the instability waves with the phase-averaged flow quantities. Therefore, the local
eigenvalue problem is solved for the given global frequency ωg at each streamwise
location. This so-called spatial stability analysis provides spatially growing (αi <
0) and decaying (αi > 0) instability waves for a given perturbation frequency.
Figure 9 shows the results of this analysis for two selected profiles. Depicted
are the amplitude distribution of the radial coherent velocity fluctuations at the
combustor inlet (x/D = 0.04) and at a downstream location where the vortex
shedding is strong (x/D = 0.8). At the inlet, the PVC is clearly indicated by the
peak in the radial velocity magnitude on the jet centerline. This particular shape
is well reproduced by the local stability eigemode at this streamwise location. At
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Figure 8: Isothermal flow: absolute growth rate (a) and frequency (b) derived from the linear
stability analysis. Computations are conducted for a quasi-laminar flow with Re = UD/ν and for
a turbulent flow with Re = UD/(ν + νt ). For validation purpose, computations are repeated for
∗
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Figure 9: Profiles of the magnitude of the coherent radial velocity fluctuations derived from PIV
and linear stability analysis. Profiles are taken at the most upstream measurement point and further
downstream indicating the PVC at the inlet and the large-scale helical fluctuations in the shear
layers further downstream.

x/D = 0.8, fluctuations are concentrated in the periphery of the IRZ where the
shear layers roll up to a helical vortex (see also Fig. 4). There the radial velocity
fluctuations peak in the center of the annular jet at r/D = 0.75, which refers to
the radial displacement of the entire annular jet column during the passage of a
coherent structure. Again, these dynamics are very well captured by the stability
eigenmode at this streamwise station.
Besides the evaluation of the turbulence model, the analysis of the isothermal
flow already indicates the importance of the inflow profiles for the formation of
the PVC. With the wavemaker located at the inlet, the PVC frequency and growth
rate strongly depend on the inflow conditions. Yet, the global flow oscillations
are still driven by the downstream located region of absolute instability and associated upstream propagation of instability waves. Moreover, the analysis of the
isothermal flow clearly demonstrates that the PVC at the inlet and the large-scale
helical structures in between the IRZ and the ORZ correspond to the same global
instability mode.
6. Stability analysis of the reacting flow – flame-induced suppression of the
PVC
In this section, a stability analysis is performed for the reacting cases B and
C. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, case B corresponds to the attached V-shaped flame
without PVC, and case C corresponds to the detached M-shaped flame featuring
a PVC at 595 Hz. The density fields displayed in Fig. 5 show that the attached
flame B exhibits a strong radial density stratification at the nozzle lip, whereas the
lifted flame C features smooth radial density gradients near the burner nozzle.
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The density field contributes to the pressure term of the stability equations
(3) and through a modification of the kinematic viscosity. Due to the baroclinic
torque, the stratification of density may crucially affect the growth rates of the
instability. A radial density gradient that is co-signed with the radial gradient of
axial velocity acts typically dampening on the instability and vice versa. As a consequence, the density field destabilizes hot jets and cold wakes while it stabilizes
cold jets and hot wakes [38, 39]. In swirl-stabilized combustion, the cold annular
jet emanates into the hot combustion chamber. If the flame is located close to the
inlet, the temperature difference between the incoming unburned gas and the reactants in the IRZ form a strong radial density gradient. The resulting hot wake flow
is thereby more stable than the isothermal flow, which may lead to the suppression
of the PVC [40, 41]. In contrast, if the flame is located further downstream, the
incoming cold fluid mixes gradually with the hot burned gas in the IRZ and the
radial density gradients are smooth. In this case the flow field is similarly unstable
as the nonreacting flow and the PVC prevails.
This scenario applies to the configurations considered here. Figure 10 shows
the results of the stability analysis of the attached (case B) and detached (case C)
flame. Computations are conducted with and without taking the density field into
account. For the attached flame, which features no PVC, the absolute growth rate
is significantly decreased when taking the density field into consideration. Particularly at the inlet, where the density stratification is strong, the growth rate is
significantly reduced. The comparison between the isothermal and stratified computations reveal that the flow field itself is globally unstable with the wavemaker
located at the inlet, and the non-existence of the PVC is only reproduced if the
density field is taken into consideration. This strongly suggests that the PVC that
exists at isothermal conditions is suppressed by the density stratification in the
inlet region induced by the attached flame.
The confined region of absolute instability that remains further downstream
is too small to trigger a global instability. The corresponding wavermaker is derived from criterion (11) that applies for absolutely unstable flows nested within
a convectively unstable domain. It is located at xs /D = 1.25 with a global mode
frequency of ωg = 0.39 + i0.027, indicating a marginally unstable global mode
at very low frequency (24 Hz). Since the experiments do not indicate any low
frequency oscillations this mode is not likely to represent a limit-cycle oscillation,
and it must correspond to another mode at the border of instability.
For the detached flame in case C, the influence of the density field on the flow
stability is less significant. The stability analysis of the stratified flow reveals a
semifinite region of absolute instability (Fig. 10c). Analogous to the isothermal
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Figure 10: Reacting flow: absolute growth rate (a-b) and frequency (c-d) derived from the linear
stability analysis for case B (a,c) and case C (b,d). Computations are conducted for the reacting
flows assuming a homogeneous density field and with the actually measured density field. For case
B the PVC instability at the inlet is suppressed by the density field. For case C the measured PVC
frequency is indicated by the black horizontal line (d). For case C, the global mode wavemaker is
located at the inlet with ωg = ω0 (x = 0).
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case A, the wavemaker is located at the inlet with the global mode frequency
ωg = ω0 (x = 0). The resulting global mode oscillation frequency f =ωg,r /2π=603
Hz agrees well with the measured PVC frequency of 595 Hz (cf. Fig. 10d), and the
marginal instability ωg,i ≈ 0 is confirmed. By neglecting the density stratification
for case C, the absolute growth rate at the inlet is predicted somewhat too high,
while the PVC frequency is predicted much too low. The analysis reveals that the
density stratification in case C does not affect the global mode growth rate, but
it significantly alters the oscillation frequency. Since the radial density gradients
are small in between the IRZ and the annular jet, the effect on the PVC frequency
must be caused by the density differences between the ORZ and the annular jet.
The linear stability analysis of the reacting cases B and C has shown that the
mean flow and density field determines the occurrence or absence of the PVC. The
PVC in turn, however, influences the flame shape and thereby the flow and density
field. The question whether a flame with or without PVC will form at a certain
condition thus depends on a complex unsteady interplay of flame propagation and
the flow/density field. In the next section, this interplay will be illustrated for a
bi-stable condition where the PVC forms intermittently.
7. Transient formation of the PVC
7.1. Bi-stable behavior of flame D
Until now, the two stable flame types, namely the V-shaped form without PVC
and the lifted, M-shaped form exhibiting a PVC, have been analyzed. Between the
two respective ranges of conditions shown in Fig. 2, transitional bi-stable cases are
found where the flame alternates randomly between the two forms. This implies
that a PVC is repeatedly formed and suppressed, and therefore the bi-stable cases
allow studying the transient formation of a PVC and its role in the transition of
flame type. A particular question is whether the flame form first changes and then
the PVC is formed, or if at first the PVC forms and this then triggers the change
of flame shape. The results might be relevant to other swirl combustors where
bi-stable flames have been reported [67, 68, 69, 70, 19, 71]. E.g. Hermeth et
al. [71] observe in their LES very similar flame-shape bifurcations than reported
here, however not providing an explanation based on flow stability considerations.
In this section, the dynamics of PVC formation at a bi-stable condition is studied using the time-resolved, simultaneous PIV and OH-PLIF technique described
in Sect. 2.5. The selected bi-stable condition is labeled as case D and specified
in Table 1. As marked in Fig. 2, it has the same equivalence ratio φ=0.7 as cases
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Figure 11: Selected regions for the determination of flow asymmetry (red), axial inflow velocity
(blue) and OH-PLIF signal at the nozzle (white). The exemplary measurements are adopted from
Fig. 6.

B and C and an intermediate thermal power of Pth =20 kW. At this condition, the
flame alternates about once per second between a V-shaped form similar to case
B, and an M-shaped form similar to case C.
The analysis is based on three quantities, which are estimated from the discrete
fields of velocity and OH as illustrated in Fig. 11. The first quantity a(t) is the
asymmetry of the flow field above the nozzle (marked red). It is a measure of
the presence and strength of the PVC. The asymmetry a(t) is calculated as the
squared difference between the left and right half of the flow field, i.e., a(t) =
P
2
T
x,y |u(x, y, t) − u(x, −y, t)| (the elements of u = (u x , ur , uθ ) are the axial, radial,
and azimuthal velocity component, respectively). The value of a(t) is low for the
symmetric flow without PVC and high when the asymmetric vortex pattern of the
PVC appears. The second quantity b(t) is the OH-PLIF signal in the zone directly
above the nozzle (marked white). It is calculated as the sum of counts g in this
P
region of the OH-PLIF image, i.e., b(t) = x,y g(x, y, t). Values of b(t) are high
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Figure 12: Temporal evolution of flow asymmetry (red), axial inflow velocity (blue) and OH-PLIF
signal at the nozzle (black) during the transition from a V-shaped flame to an M-shaped flame.

when the flame is attached and low when it is detached. The third quantity c(t)
is the flow velocity into the combustion chamber, taken over the region above
P
the nozzle (marked blue), i.e., c(t) = x,y u x (x, y, t). While the temporal average
of c(t) is similar for both flame forms, temporary fluctuations might influence
the transition. In the following discussion, for all three quantities only relative
changes are considered, and therefore they will be plotted in arbitrary units (a.u.).
Figure 12 shows the dynamics during the transition from V-shape to M-shape.
For t<30 ms, the V-flame remains largely stable. Then, starting at t≈32 ms, the
asymmetry (red) increases indicating the formation of the PVC. The flame remains attached until t≈40 ms as indicated by the OH signal at the nozzle (black).
For t>50 ms, a detached, M-shaped flame with PVC has stabilized. The temporal
dynamics show that at first the PVC is formed, and then the attached flame lifts
and changes its shape. Prior to the transition, three precursor events at t≈5, 17
and 28 ms can be observed where a PVC starts to form, but is quickly suppressed
again. The cause for the onset of the PVC oscillations remains unclear at first and
thus requires a more detailed investigation of the PIV and OH-PLIF image sequences. In the following, we first focus on to the precursor events and thereafter
on the transition.
7.2. Precursor event
The dynamics of the precursor event at around t=5 ms is plotted in more detail in Fig. 13. It shows that the inflow rate (blue) fluctuates randomly, and that
these fluctuations correlate oppositely with the OH at the nozzle (black). This is
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Figure 13: Temporal evolution of flow asymmetry (red), axial inflow velocity (blue) and OH-PLIF
signal at the nozzle (black) during the precursor event around t=5 ms.

expected since the inflowing unburned gas contains no OH. The random nature of
the inflow fluctuations suggests that these are caused by turbulent motion of the
unburned inflow.
The corresponding PIV and OH-PLIF image sequences are shown in Fig. 14.
In the right column PIV particle images, which were spatially smoothed in order
to blur the intensity spikes of individual tracer particles, are plotted as an approximate marker of the gas density. This is based on findings that changes of gas
density in flames, e.g. between burned und unburned gas, lead to corresponding
changes of PIV particle density [72, 73] (see also Sect. 3.4). It is seen that, as
expected from the discussion in Sect. 3.3, the black zones in the OH-PLIF images
correspond to relatively dense unburned gas, whereas the density has decreased
significantly in the burned gas where OH is present.
The image sequences show that at t=3.2 ms, the flow field is largely symmetric
without PVC and the flame is attached. At t=3.9 ms, the inflow rate increases
abruptly, which leads to a quenching of the flame root at the bottom. The PIV
particle images reveal that this entails an increased amount of unburned gas near
the nozzle (marked with an ellipse). The stability analysis in Sect. 6 has shown
that the radial density gradients at the nozzle dampen the PVC. The reduced radial
density gradients near the nozzle at t=3.9 ms may thus enable the formation of the
PVC. Indeed, it is seen that at t=4.4 and 4.7 ms, a PVC has formed. It is noted that
this causality, namely that an intermittent increase of unburned gas at the nozzle
is followed by a transient formation of a PVC, is observed every ≈10 ms during
the V-shaped phases of case D, including the precursor events at t=17 and 28 ms
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Figure 14: Time-resolved PIV and OH-PLIF measurement during the precursor event around t=5
ms. The PIV particle density images are used as an approximate marker of gas density.

marked in Fig. 12.
Subsequently at t=4.7 ms, however, the flame root re-ignites and therefore, the
region of unburned gas is reduced again. At t=5.4 ms, a larger zone of low-density
burned gas above the nozzle has re-established and, consistent with the stability
analysis in Sect. 6, the PVC has disappeared.
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signal at the nozzle (black) during the transition event.

7.3. Dynamics of flame transition
The dynamics of the flame transition and PVC formation from t=34 to t=48
ms is plotted in Fig. 15 and the corresponding image sequence is shown in Fig.
16. Until t=37.7 ms, the flame is attached and the flow does not exhibit a PVC.
At t=38.1 ms, an increased inflow occurs like at the onset of the precursor event
(t=3.9 ms) described above. The higher inflow again causes quenching at the
flame root and an increased amount of unburned gas near the nozzle. Like in the
precursor event, the increased density of unburned gas near the nozzle is followed
by the formation of a PVC at t=38.5 ms. Other than in the precursor event, however, the PVC now persists slightly longer. Apparently, at this stage the PVC is
at the border of stability, and the decision whether it persists or disappears again
depends on small local variations of the density and flow fields.
During its initial formation at t=38.5 and 40.1 ms, the PVC exhibits the typical
zig-zag vortex pattern, but no stagnation point has yet appeared and therefore the
flame is still attached. As described in Sect. 3.3 and Ref. [7], the unsteady lower
stagnation point is an important feature of the PVC as it determines the position
of the flame root. Starting at t=41.2 ms, an unsteady stagnation point appears
and accordingly, the flame root detaches and lifts off. This further enlarges the
region of unburned gas above the nozzle, and presumably further supports the
PVC formation until it is fully established at t≈48 ms.
In conclusion, it is certainly difficult to fully characterize the transition mech30
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anism, since this would require 3D time-resolved measurements. Nevertheless,
the high-speed measurements in combination with the stability analysis of the
steady states B and C suggest the following sequence of events and their causality: Starting point is a sufficiently strong increase of inflow rate, probably caused
by random turbulence. This leads to local extinction at the flame root and, due
to the resulting favorable changes of density, initiates the formation of a PVC. In
many cases like the precursor events, the favorable density profile remains only
for a short time, and thus the PVC is suppressed again and the flame remains in
V-shape. In some cases, however, the PVC establishes slightly further such that an
unsteady stagnation point is formed. It is seen that this point induces a lift-off of
the flame, which in turn enlarges the region of unburned gas near the nozzle that
further supports the PVC. In addition, it is likely that the PVC causes additional
mixing in the IRZ [74] and flattens the radial density gradient, which in turn promotes the formation of the PVC. Subsequently the PVC is fully established and
the flame further lifts off and approaches the detached M-shape.
8. Conclusions
The present work studies the formation and flame-induced suppression of selfexcited flow oscillations in a GT-typical swirl combustor. The oscillations manifest in the precession of the vortex core (PVC) and the synchronized roll-up of
large-scale helical coherent flow structures. Several previous studies have shown a
significant impact of the PVC on the dynamics and shape of turbulent swirl flames
[6, 7, 8].
The work follows up a recently established approach, where the PVC is identified as the manifestation of a self-excited global hydrodynamic instability [42, 40,
41]. Utilizing a local linear stability analysis (LSA), the frequency, wavemaker,
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and shape of this instability is predicted theoretically and compared to experimental data. The analysis is based on the time-averaged flow and density fields, and
on an eddy viscosity model by Ivanova et al. [56] to account for the interaction of
the PVC with the fine-scale turbulence. This turbulence model allows for excellent quantitative prediction of the coherent structures and should be applicable to
a wide class of swirling flows.
The LSA is first applied to the non-reacting combustor flow field that features
a PVC. A marginally stable global mode is found that oscillates exactly at the
measured PVC frequency. The wavemaker of this instability is located at the
combustor inlet, which implies that the PVC occurrence and frequency is highly
sensitive to changes of the inflow conditions. The inspection of the mode shape
reveals that the PVC dynamics at the inlet and the synchronized helical vortex
shedding further downstream correspond to the same global instability mode.
The LSA is then applied to the reacting flow at two operating conditions,
one featuring an attached V-shaped flame without PVC and the other a detached
M-shaped flame with PVC. The analysis is conducted with and without taking
the density stratification into consideration. It is shown that the global flow instability, and consequently the formation of the PVC, strongly depends on the
density/temperature profile near the combustor inlet. For the attached V-flame, a
strong radial density gradient is present near the inlet that suppresses the global
instability. The detached M-flame, by contrast, features a smooth radial density
gradient, which enables the formation of the PVC. As for the non-reacting case,
the PVC frequency of the M-flame obtained from the LSA agrees very well with
the measured value.
The work further investigates a transitional bi-stable flame that alternates randomly between a V-shape without PVC and an M-shape with PVC. By means of
time-resolved PIV and OH-PLIF measurements, flame structure and flow field are
monitored during a transition from V- to M-shape, which implies a transient formation of the PVC. The measurements reveal a sequence of events where the PVC
forms before the transition of the flame shape. The sequence starts with a slight
lift of the flame root due to a random turbulent event, which induces a density profile that, according to the LSA of the reacting cases, is favorable for formation of
the PVC. The PVC creates an unsteady lower stagnation point that causes a lift-off
of the flame root, which finally results in the formation of a detached M-shaped
flame.
Taken together, the results highlight the complex interplay of flow/density
field, unsteady coherent vortices and flame propagation that determines the stabilization of turbulent swirl flames (Fig. 17): The stability analysis of the time33

averaged flow successfully identifies the PVC as a global mode and reveals the
importance of the fluid density in the wavemaker region. The experiments reveal
that the PVC induces an unsteady lower stagnation point, which, at certain critical
operating conditions, causes the lift-off of an otherwise attached flame. A change
of flame shape, in turn, causes a change of the flow and density field in the wavemaker region. Given the essential role of the PVC in this interplay, the analysis
of the hydrodynamic stability of the reacting swirling flow is a critical step in the
design of a swirl combustor.
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